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These are all of the definitions I could think of for my friend, Cara.
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1 - My Friend, Cara

Friend
Pronunciation: 'frend
Function: noun

1a: one attached to another by affection or esteem
1b: ACQUAINTANCE

2a: one that is not hostile
2b: one that is of the same nation, party, or group

3: one that favors or promotes something (as a charity)

4: a favored companion

5: Cara Gratton.

- be friends with : to have a friendship or friendly relationship with
- make friends with : to establish a friendship or friendly relations with

Pure
Pronunciation: 'pyur
Function: adjective

1a (1): unmixed with any other matter
1a (2): free from dust, dirt, or taint
1a (3): SPOTLESS, STAINLESS

2a (1): free from what vitiates, weakens, or pollutes
2a (2): containing nothing that does not properly belong

2b: free from moral fault or guilt
2c: marked by chastity : CONTINENT

3: Cara Gratton.

synonym see CHASTE

Kind
Function: adjective



1 chiefly dialect : AFFECTIONATE, LOVING

2a: of a sympathetic or helpful nature
2b: of a forbearing nature : GENTLE
2c: arising from or characterized by sympathy or forbearance

3: of a kind to give pleasure or relief

4: Cara Gratton. (What, you were surprised?)

Beautiful
Pronunciation: 'byü-ti-f&l
Function: adjective

1: having qualities of beauty : exciting aesthetic pleasure

2: generally pleasing : EXCELLENT

3: My friend, Cara Gratton.

Ugly
Pronunciation: '&-glE
Function: adjective

Inflected Form(s): ug·li·er; -est

1: FRIGHTFUL, DIRE

2a: offensive to the sight : HIDEOUS
2b: offensive or unpleasant to any sense

3: morally offensive or objectionable

4a: likely to cause inconvenience or discomfort

4b: SURLY, QUARRELSOME

5:...............................



(Spoilers Ahead!!!!!!!!!)



5: Prophet Father Cornello, from Full Metal Alchemist.

(What were you thinking, you sick psychos? Cara's not ugly!!!!!!!!)
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